T. C. A. PRESIDENT ELIPES

ELECT RIEHL '30 TO SUCCEED PATTINSON

FORMER TREASURER

WILL HEAD T. C. A.

FOR REST OF YEAR

Theodore Riehl Elected to Preside at Banquet

H. O. Patterson

HAS SERVED FOUR YEARS

New President Was Manager

Of T. C. A.'s Freshman

Camp This Year

Theodore A. Riehl ’30 was elected president of the Technology Christian Association for the remaining months of the year. Perhaps his most successful office was that of Manager of freshman camp this year. The attendance was the greatest of any preceding year and the activities, social program, and several sales of the annual outing exceeded, that of any previous year when he rendered service in the office vacated by Henry O. Patterson, Jr., in 1925.

Riehl graduated from the Hemenway School, New York, where he was notably active in soccer, basketball, and track. Perhaps the T. C. A. organization since its break, has not been more socially active than this society, under Riehl's leadership and because of Patterson's successful activities. In his sophomore year Riehl was offered admission in various departments of the Chemical Laboratory, in charge of Professor Bunker, in the hope that Chemistry may be their material at Mr. Page's Office, Room 426, except those in Course IV who may secure their seats at Buyer.

T. C. A. Will Hold

Mid-Year Outing

For Student Body

“The Ark” in New Hampshire

Mount Washington

Ideal Resort

No social outings of previous years has been better received than “The Ark” picturesque hotel in the mountains of New Hampshire, New Hampshire, for its third winter social outing. The party will leave on New Year's day and return the evening of the fourth. Although the T. C. A. has organized this outing primarily for these students, the outing will be open to the entire student body. Compulsory courses have enjoyed the trip on previous occasions.

Choose “The Ark” Again

During the Christmas vacation, many of the probationary winter rooms at the last T. C. A. Cabaret meeting resulted in the decision that the Ark will be in charge of the outing. Last year the Ark was chosen for the outing; it is open to the entire student body. Compulsory courses have enjoyed the trip on previous occasions.

Registration Material

Distributed Tomorrow

According to an official statement issued by Theodore Riehl, the second term will be given out today. This information must be returned to the Feb 19, 1930. Upper classmen may obtain their registration material in the Main Office or at the Registrar's Office, but students who desire to register must go to the registrar's office. Registration material may be obtained at the registrar's office. Upper classmen may obtain their registration material in the Main Office or at the Registrar's Office, but students who desire to register must go to the registrar's office. Registration material may be obtained at the registrar's office.
Not Always Odious

No Technology man who read in the metropolitan papers that the athletes at Harvard could help analyzing the situation there with that at the Institute. Particularly was this true when President Lowell's stenographer, who had noticed the��, was informed of the Institute's plans to reform athletic men about the Institute will inform the student. So if you have, are to be dances, thus increasing the incentive to attend them. announced that in conjunction with the games this season, there complete evidence of support, is the attendance of the games owrvavws always furnish sufficient wherewithal. planned by Institute sports, the student assessment doe's notI

Institutes total. But this is an over-logical way to regard the situation. A}

The Lounger has long borne the picture of the student's attitude through the interest of students in athletics. A classic analogy of the Harvard student's attitude is definitely set in a certain direction. "What sport?" he has asked more than once. "What sport?" he has asked more than once. Yet in thinking of student opinion over the proper banjo constant to use is definitely set in a certain direction. "What sport?" he has asked more than once. Yet in thinking of student opinion is the student opinion. In carrying out the ambitious programs sometimes impossible. Not that the organ-

Harvard's and Technology's relative athletic unity affords the engineer erly opportunity for a few more at Lowell's statements. Such cynicism is a bold front to hide a "pour-grape" state of mind. Our Greek attitude is perfect—what the Institute should worry about is the imperfect way in which we emulate the Romans.

Utopia or Common Sense?

Regardless of the amount of pride that we may take in the reputation of Technology and Technology's achievements, it is occasionally necessary to admit that the financial support given to the Institute by the alumni is not adequate. Support is often needed for the very existence of their work in the Institute's laboratories. Such a program is not characterized by the bureaucracy and over-organization common in some schools—rather the idea has been self-made through the enthusiasm of the students.

Harvard's and Technology's athletic programs are enjoyed by all students, and are particularly popular among the upperclassmen. Many alumni contributions are directed toward athletic interests. Since we are unable to do this, we must be content with the growing interest in the Greek idea.

Along with schools all over the country, the popularity of intramural sports is growing at the Institute. The essential feature of intramural sports is that they are voluntary, and they are not sponsored by the school. This is a great advantage over the Harvard approach, which is more organized and more competitive. In Harvard, students are divided into teams and compete against each other. At the Institute, students are free to play against each other in any way they choose.

Student Opinion

Everyone has his own opinion on the subject of intramural sports. Some think that intramural sports are an excellent way to relieve the stress of academic life. Others think that intramural sports are a waste of time and energy. Some think that intramural sports are a way to meet new people and make friends. Others think that intramural sports are a way to keep fit and stay healthy.

In determining what student opinion is, we must consider the following factors:

1. The amount of time and energy devoted to intramural sports.
2. The level of competition in intramural sports.
3. The level of participation in intramural sports.
4. The level of enjoyment in intramural sports.
5. The level of satisfaction with the experience of intramural sports.

The Lounger is interested in knowing what you think about intramural sports. Please let us know your thoughts in the comments section below.

As We Like It

"The House of Fear at the Plymouth" is a horror film directed by Roman Polanski. The film tells the story of a family that inherits a house filled with dark secrets and supernatural forces. The family is terrorized by the ghosts of their ancestors, who are determined to exact revenge.

Although the film is made in a simple setting, it is a tense and gripping horror film. The performances of the main actors are excellent, particularly the performance of Donald Pleasence, who plays the role of the haunted house.

The film is a classic example of the horror genre, and it is still enjoyed by audiences today. It is a film that will keep you on the edge of your seat, and it is definitely worth watching.

By considering the factors above, we believe that "The House of Fear at the Plymouth" is a good film. It is well-made and well-acted, and it is a film that will keep you entertained from beginning to end.

UTOPIA OR COMMON SENSE?

Regardless of the amount of pride that we may take in the reputation of Technology and Technology's achievements, it is occasionally necessary to admit that the financial support given to the Institute by the alumni is not adequate. Support is often needed for the very existence of their work in the Institute's laboratories. Such a program is not characterized by the bureaucracy and over-organization common in some schools—rather the idea has been self-made through the enthusiasm of the students.

Harvard's and Technology's relative athletic unity affords the engineer erly opportunity for a few more at Lowell's statements. Such cynicism is a bold front to hide a "pour-grape" state of mind. Our Greek attitude is perfect—what the Institute should worry about is the imperfect way in which we emulate the Romans.

The Lounger has long borne the picture of the student's attitude through the interest of students in athletics. A classic analogy of the Harvard student's attitude is definitely set in a certain direction. "What sport?" he has asked more than once. Yet in thinking of student opinion is the student opinion. In carrying out the ambitious programs sometimes impossible. Not that the organ-

The Institute has always furnished sufficient wherewithal. The Institute's role in the world of athletics has been that of a leader in the development of athletic programs. The Institute should worry about is the imperfect way in which every-
Handicap Meet on Boards Featured by Eight Events

1933 Still Favored as Season Gets Under Way on Winter Track

Relay Teams Are Ready

Eight events will feature the Harvard relay teams on the boards next Saturday after- wards. After an exciting time during the Christmas vacation and the recent practice session, the men are busily preparing for the competition. The men are improving their times considerably, and all are looking forward to the meet to take place this weekend.

1933 is still the most threatening class among the winter sport meets. This season the Harvard teams have been in tremendous shape for the winter meet, and due to the fact that the Harvard teams are scheduled to play on Saturday, and a game with Yale in the New York harbor, the teams will play out hard every afternoon.

After the game, the seniors will be held for the first time in three years in the Main Hall of Walker. The fifty cent admission covers both the game and a dance which will be provided from Manager Tays in the M. I. A. D. office, or at the gate before the game. The success of the Harvard meet proves the practicability of the enterprise, and a large crowd is expected to show up as the popularity of track at Harvard is on the rise.

While the meet has been practicing in their gym games until February 11 with the Boston Boys Club. The team will probably select the captain to lead them through the rest of the season after examining the strength of this season's mat team. The lineup of the yearling team, which all freshmen out for wrestling this year, is as follows: Ripil, 115 pound class; Lovejoy, 135 pound class; Goldstein, 135 pound class; Parker, 145 pound class; and Pratola, 155 pound class.

Hockey Meets Harvard Sextet

Flash of Brilliant Playing Fail to Raise Score

(Continued from page 11)

A score of 1:1 was all that was reached in the game between Harvard and Dartmouth. The men on the board were stopped easily by the 20th of goal. During the better part of the period, the men had favored a defensive game, keeping the men from scoring. The men were held in check by a hard and full forlorn from the Harvard sextet.

Haisten Scores

In the second set after a goal by Harvard in the 4:17, Haisten knocked the ball into place. Harvard defeated, and shipped a rebound in the net after tragedy. This rebound caused the Harvard goalie to keep the net from scoring away from the Harvard goalie. This was followed by a second goal by the Harvard goalie, leaving the score 1:2 for Harvard.

Winning Period is Faster

In the third set after a goal by Harvard in the 4:17, Haisten knocked the ball into place. Harvard defeated, and shipped a rebound in the net. This rebound caused the Harvard goalie to keep the net from scoring away from the Harvard goalie. This was followed by a second goal by the Harvard goalie, leaving the score 1:2 for Harvard.

Wrestlers to Meet Crimson Team at 8

Yearlings Meet Harvard Frosh

In Preliminary Meet

(Continued from page 1)

The year's favorite hopes to win in the season. He was defeated only once in the Varsity meets during the season. He is the record of Captain B. O. Haldeman, '25, and the team is the best in the unlimited class. In the unlimited class, and although he has shown up well in practice, he may not make out in the competition in the meet, and he will probably be in better shape than the rest of the season after examining the enterprise, and a large crowd is expected to show up as the popularity of track at Harvard is on the rise.

While the yearlings have been practicing in their gym games until February 11 with the Boston Boys Club. The team will probably select the captain to lead them through the rest of the season after examining the strength of this season's mat team. The lineup of the yearling team, which all freshmen out for wrestling this year, is as follows: Ripil, 115 pound class; Lovejoy, 135 pound class; Goldstein, 135 pound class; Parker, 145 pound class; and Pratola, 155 pound class.
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In the second set after a goal by Harvard in the 4:17, Haisten knocked the ball into place. Harvard defeated, and shipped a rebound in the net. This rebound caused the Harvard goalie to keep the net from scoring away from the Harvard goalie. This was followed by a second goal by the Harvard goalie, leaving the score 1:2 for Harvard.
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The year's favorite hopes to win in the season. He was defeated only once in the Varsity meets during the season. He is the record of Captain B. O. Haldeman, '25, and the team is the best in the unlimited class. In the unlimited class, and although he has shown up well in practice, he may not make out in the competition in the meet, and he will probably be in better shape than the rest of the season after examining the enterprise, and a large crowd is expected to show up as the popularity of track at Harvard is on the rise.

While the yearlings have been practicing in their gym games until February 11 with the Boston Boys Club. The team will probably select the captain to lead them through the rest of the season after examining the strength of this season's mat team. The lineup of the yearling team, which all freshmen out for wrestling this year, is as follows: Ripil, 115 pound class; Lovejoy, 135 pound class; Goldstein, 135 pound class; Parker, 145 pound class; and Pratola, 155 pound class.
NOTICES - ANNOUNCEMENTS
Of General Interest
Faculty Club Luncheon Meeting
Prof. E. F. Miller, Sd.D.
Thursday, January 9, 12 M.,
Walker Memorial, Faculty Dining Room
Professor Miller, Head of the Mechanical Engineering Department, will
speak on "Some Recent Developments in the Middle West.
Measurement of Air Flow
Dr. Sanford A. Moses
Friday, January 10, 3 P. M., Room 5-134
Dr. Sanford A. Moses of the General Electric Company will give the last
lecture of the series on "Measurement of Air Flow." The subject of this
lecture will be "Computations for All Flow Measurement.
Open to students and members of the engineering faculty only.
Popular Science Lecture
Prof. John W. M. Bunker, Ph.D.
Sunday, January 12, 4 P. M., Room 10-250
Professor Bunker, Professor of Mechanics and Engineering Science, will
speak to the Popular Science Lecture Society which is under the auspices of the
Society of Arts. The subject of his lecture will be "From Molecule to
Man."
CALENDAR
Wednesday, January 8
4:00—Mechanical Engineering Society Meeting, Room 10-375
4:00—Tech Show Booklet, Room 10-375
Bell Telephone Lab, Room 5-290
Thursday, January 9
1:10—A. J. —Freeman House
7:30—Tech Show Booklet, Walker Gym
7:30—Aeronautical Engineering Society Speaker, Room 5-290
Friday, January 10
4:00—Varney Basketball Game, Gymnasium
8:00—Pomar Deme Danna, North Hall, Walker Memorial
Saturday, January 11
2:00—Gym Team Practice, Walker Gym
UNDERGRADUATE
BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY MEETS
There will be a very important meeting of the Biological Society Sunday
night in the Emmons Room Room
The election of officers for the coming school month will take place.
TECH SHOW ORCHESTRA
There will be a rehearsal of the Tech Show orchestra this afternoon at
1:00 in the East Lounge of Walker Memorial.
TECH SHOW CAST
There will be a rehearsal of the Tech Show cast tonight at 7:00 at the
Walker gym.
TECH SHOW CHORUS
There will be a rehearsal of the Tech Show chorus Thursday night at
7:30 o’clock in the Walker gym.
CORPORATION XV
Corporation XV wants to announce that a visit to the factories of the
Gillette Safety Razor Co., will be made next Friday afternoon.
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING SOCIETY
The Aeronautical Engineering Society will hold a meeting tomorrow evening at
6:15 in Room 8-100. The subject will be "The question of the Reserve Officers. The meeting will
have a place of Interest to members of the society, and it is requested that each
every member be present.
FRESHMAN LECTURE
The President, Samuel W. Strexter, representative of many of the
classes of 1933 at a special lecture on "The Science and Profession of Chemistry", to be given
at the Edison Employees Club, will be made
FRIDAY AFTERNOON.
INTERCOLLEGIATE BALL
Persons who are planning to attend the Annual Intercollegiate Ball to be
held at the Copley Plaza Hotel on January 22nd are reminded that they
may secure tickets from Herman B. F. Trust at the Tech Show, as the insurer in charge of the
tickets is unable to be present.
F. T. SUBSTITUTION
Fresnel submarine Truck for ordered F. T. must sign up at Mrs.
Curley’s office before January 5th.
GYM TEAM PICTURE
The Varsity Gym Team pictures will be taken tomorrow afternoon at 7:15 in the
photographic studio below the Infirmary. All Vars-
ities are requested to report promptly.
CROSTON & CARR CO.
CLOTHING, 72 SUMMER ST.
BETTER QUALITY TO RENT
New FUXEDOS
$1.50 AND ONE PRICE
Complete Outfitters
SIMPlex WIRES AND CABLES
INSULATED WITH RUBBER PAPER OR VARNISHED CANEBIC
SIMPlex Wire & Cable @
301 DAVENPORT ST., BOSTON
BRANCH OFFICE
CINCINNATI 5, OHIO
NEW YORK 10, CLEVELAND.
"Our Pioneering work has just begun!"
Wednesday, January 8, 1930
M. I. T. A. EVENTS FOR JANUARY
January 8
Wrestling. Varsity vs. Harvard at Harvard
January 9
Basketball. Varsity vs. Harvard at M. I. T.
Hockey. Varsity vs. Harvard at Harvard
January 10
Wrestling. Varsity vs. Yale at Yale.
Hockey. Varsity vs. St. Lawrence at Clinton
January 15
Basketball. Varsity vs. Middlebury at M. I. T.
Hockey. Varsity vs. Williams at Williams
January 17
Fencing. Varsity vs. Boston College at M. I. T.
Swimming. Varsity vs. N. Y. U. at New York
Hockey. Varsity vs. Northeastern at Arena
January 19
Swimming. Varsity vs. Columbia at New York
Bowling. Varsity vs. West Point at West Point
January 22
Wrestling. Varsity vs. Notre Dame at M. I. T.
BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
PLANS ANNUAL DANCE
For the entertainment of the members
and their guests, the Biological Society
will hold a meeting tomorrow
 roommate of the Information Office im-
immEDIATELY.
SOCIETY WILL HOLD MEETING TOMORROW
the class of 1933 at a
evening at seven-thirty in Room 5-330.
requests to sign the petition
week of the school year. Pupils
have been chosen for the office
of the society at some time during the
year.
TECH SQUARE AND COMPASS CLUB
The Aeronautical Engineering So-

EX-T. C. A. SECRETARY VISITS TECHNOLOGY
Mrs. Pauline Reed Travers and
Hazel Gatcomb, former secretary of
the T. C. A. A., was a visitor to the
Institute last Friday afternoon.
Before her marriage to Mr. Reid had
been one of the atmospheric
relations of the D. E. G. for several
years.
PRINTING FOR TECH ACTIVITIES
J. FRANK FACING
160 Porter St., Cambridge
17 Degrees
On Sale
at THE COOP
Frontiers of telephony—
old and new
Yesterday the natural course of telephone expansion was to penetrate the
nation’s frontiers, building new lines and adding new subscribers.
Today finds many new “foozlers” for telephone expansion — among them the
homes of present subscribers. Uphill and downright, wherever needed, additional
telephones are being installed. People are the lifeblood that is needed in addition to
convenient communication.
This new field of activity was conceived by the technical development men of the
Bell System. Just another example of forward planning to make telephone service
more valuable.
BELL SYSTEM
A nationwide system of interconnecting telephones
"Our pioneering work has just begun!"